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Barrow Borough Council – Housing Department 

SUCCESSION POLICY & PROCEDURE 

 

1.0 Introduction 
 

1.1 This policy and procedure will outline the approach of Barrow-in-Furness Borough 
Council (‘the Council’) to succession. It will apply to Council tenants, where 
appropriate to a member of the tenant’s family who may be entitled to succeed and 
to a member of a tenant’s family left in occupation of a Council property upon the 
death of the tenant who is not entitled to succeed. 

 
1.2 This policy and associated procedure relate to the following Council tenancy 

agreements: 
 

 Introductory Tenancy Agreement  

 Secure Tenancy Agreement  
 

2.0 Our Policy 
 

2.1 When dealing with a potential succession the Council will: 
 

i. Endeavour to ensure that any statutory or contractual succession rights are 
exercised in a fair and proportionate manner; 

 
ii. Ensure that our housing stock is allocated and managed in a fair and 

proportionate manner having regard to our Allocations Policy and waiting list; 
 

iii. Have regard to the needs of those persons who are covered by this Policy and 
who may be vulnerable. 

 
2.2 Generally, where there is no-one eligible to succeed under the relevant statutory or 

contractual provisions the Council will expect anyone left in occupation of the 
deceased tenant’s property to leave. In exceptional circumstances, the Council may, 
in its absolute discretion, grant a new tenancy of the deceased tenant’s property or 
another more suitable property to a family member who has lived with the tenant. 
The Council will make the decision on whether to grant a new tenancy of the existing 
property or another Council property taking into account relevant circumstances 
including, but not limited to:  

 

 Its Allocations Policy;  

 The waiting list and demand from other housing applicants  existing at the time; 

 The behaviour of the individual and their household members;  

 The size and suitability of the property; 
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 The length of time they have lived at the property as their only or principal home.   
 

2.3 If the Council does grant a family member a discretionary tenancy in accordance 
with paragraph 2.2 above, the tenancy will normally be an Introductory Tenancy.   

 
3.0 What does this Procedure deal with? 
 
3.1          This Procedure deals with three situations: 
 

I. the death of a joint tenant; 
II. a request to succeed made by a husband, wife, civil partner (or, in some 

circumstances, a person living with the deceased tenant as their husband, 
wife or civil partner); 

III. a request to succeed made by a family member of the deceased tenant. 
 
3.2          Refer to paragraph 2.2 for any person falling outside of these categories. 
 
4.1 Death of a joint tenant (Introductory & Secure tenancies)  
 
4.1.1 Upon being informed that a joint tenant has died the Housing Officer should 

contact the remaining joint tenant and request that a copy of the death certificate 
for the deceased tenant be provided. If a death certificate cannot be provided 
immediately, other conclusive proof of death should be supplied in the meantime 
and the death certificate provided at the soonest opportunity. This matter should 
be dealt with in a sensitive manner having regard to the current situation. When 
possible contact should be made in person by the Housing Officer at the address of 
the tenant. 

 
4.1.2 Once a copy of the death certificate or other proof of death has been obtained a 

copy should be saved onto the relevant tenancy file. The Housing Officer should 
arrange for the Council’s electronic system to be updated, including the rent 
account (current rent balance to remain the same), and remove the deceased 
tenant’s name. 

 
4.1.3 A letter should then be sent or hand delivered to the remaining joint tenant as per 

Appendix A which confirms that they are the sole tenant of the property and that 
no further succession can take place. 

 
4.1.4 In the event that that the Housing Officer cannot make contact with the remaining 

tenant the matter should be referred to their Line Manager for further appropriate 
action to be taken. 

 
4.2 Request to succeed by husband, wife or civil partner (or, in relation to a secure 

tenancy granted on or after 1 April 2012, a person living with the tenant as their 
husband, wife or civil partner) in relation to both Introductory & Secure tenancies  
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4.2.1 Upon the death of a sole tenant the Council may receive a request to succeed from 
the husband, wife or civil partner of the deceased tenant (or, in relation to a 
tenancy granted on or after 1 April 2012, a person living with the tenant as their 
husband, wife or civil partner). Following receipt of such a request the Housing 
Officer should send a Request to Succeed Form (RSF) as per Appendix B either by 
post or hand delivery to the potential successor along with the standard 
acknowledgement letter as per Appendix C. Alternatively, an appointment can be 
arranged for the individual to attend a Council office to complete the form. The RSF 
should be completed and returned to the Council, with relevant documentation in 
support, within 14 days. 

 
4.2.2 Should the potential successor fail to return the RSF within the 14 day period then 

the Housing Officer should attempt to make contact with them by telephone, home 
visit, e-mail etc. Should the potential successor fail to make contact within 21 days 
of the RSF being sent their application should be treated as being refused and a 
decision letter should, as per Appendix G, be sent to the potential successor. 
(Please note the template letter will need amending to fit the circumstances of the 
specific case). 

 
4.2.3 Should the potential successor return the RSF without sufficient information to 

support their application to succeed the Housing Officer should decide, possibly 
with the assistance of their Line Manager, whether or not the RSF should be 
processed or whether it would be sensible to allow the potential successor 
additional time to provide the outstanding information. If it is decided to allow 
additional time to provide the outstanding information the potential successor 
should be informed of this. 

 
4.2.4 Should the potential successor return the RSF and relevant documents the Housing 

Officer should review all documents and complete the relevant sections of the RSF 
confirming whether the application is refused or approved.  

 
4.2.5 Once the Housing Officer has made their decision they should normally have this 

decision approved by their Line Manager. This must be done prior to the potential 
successor being informed of the decision. 

 
4.2.6 Once the Line Manager has approved the Decision a decision letter should be sent 

to potential successor as per Appendix G. (Please note the template letter will need 
amending to fit the circumstances of the specific case). 

 
4.2.7 If it has been decided that the request to succeed has been approved the Housing 

Officer should ensure that the following tasks are completed: 
 

i. The Succession Approval Form as per Appendix H is completed and signed by 
the successor; 
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ii. Copies of the Succession Approval Form and the deceased tenant’s death 
certificate and/or other proof of death are retained on the Council’s systems 
and saved to the relevant tenancy/property; 

 
iii. The Council’s records are updated, including the rent account, with the full 

name of the successor in place of the deceased tenant; 
 

NB. If the succession is approved, the tenancy of the deceased tenant will 
automatically (in law) become the tenancy of the successor from the date of the 
tenant’s death. No new tenancy agreement need be signed. However, rent 
arrears accrued up to the date when the tenant died will be written off or only 
sought from the legal estate of the deceased. 

 
4.2.8 If the  request to succeed is rejected, a Notice to Quit (NTQ) should be prepared. 

The NTQ should be addressed to The Personal Representative of the deceased 
tenant as per Appendix D and be hand delivered to the property.  

 
4.2.9 A Certificate of Service as per Appendix E should then be completed by whoever 

served the NTQ and be kept on file. A copy of the NTQ should also be lodged with 
the Public Trustee using Form NL1 as per Appendix F.  Immediately after the expiry 
of the NTQ, the deceased tenant’s Rent Account must be brought to an end. If the 
failed successor remains in occupation of the deceased tenant’s property a Mesne 
Profit account should be created. 

 

4.2.10 The Housing Officer must then refer the matter to their Line Manager for legal 
action to be considered against the failed successor to remove them from the 
property via a Claim for Possession based on trespass.     

 
NB. If the succession has been approved but the property was specially adapted 
for a disabled person and there is no longer a disabled person residing, the 
Council will consider inviting the successor to move to a more suitable property. 
If this is rejected, the Council will consider whether to use Ground 13 Schedule 2 
Housing Act 1985 to move the successor to a different property. 

 
4.3 Request to succeed by family member in relation to the Council’s Introductory 

Tenancy  
 
4.3.1 Following the death of a sole tenant who is an Introductory Tenant a family 

member may be entitled to succeed to the tenancy so long as they satisfy the 
criteria in the current applicable legislation, which as at the time of this Procedure 
being approved is s.131 Housing Act 1996. The position may be changed in future if 
certain provisions of the Housing and Planning Act 2016 are brought into force – no 
date had yet been set by the government as at the time of this Procedure being 
approved.  For introductory tenancies, the exhaustive list of family members is set 
out in the Housing Act 1996. 
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NB. The current criteria referred to above are: (a) the deceased tenant cannot be 
a successor themselves; (b) the family member occupied the deceased tenant’s 
property as their only or principal home at the time of the tenant’s death; and (c) 
the family member resided with the deceased tenant throughout the period of 12 
months ending with the tenant’s death.    
 

4.3.2 A family member who is under the age of 18 may be entitled to succeed the 
tenancy agreement. Succession applications involving a minor can be complex and 
it is advisable that the Housing Officer speak with the Line Manager immediately 
with a view to obtaining legal advice. 

 
4.3.3 If it is clear that the family member has not resided with the deceased tenant for at 

least 12 months prior to the tenant’s death, the request will be rejected and the 
Housing Officer can send the decision letter as per Appendix G (Please note the 
template letter will need amending to fit the circumstances of the specific case). 
Please note that the fact that the tenancy is an introductory tenancy does not 
automatically mean that the succession criteria are not met.  The case of Waltham 
Forest LBC v Thomas 1992 held that the 12 month continuous co-residency 
requirement does not all need to be met in the current property – it can be met by 
including time spent together in the previous property. The Housing Officer should 
then follow paragraphs 4.3.11  to 4.3.13 below.  

 
4.3.4 If the Housing Officer is unsure as to the length of time which the potential 

successor had resided with the deceased tenant, then on being notified of the 
tenant’s death the RSF (Appendix B) should be sent to or hand delivered to the 
potential successor along with a standard acknowledgment letter as per Appendix 
C. The completed RSF and documents in support should be returned to the Council 
within 14 days. 

 
4.3.5 Should the potential successor fail to return the RSF within the 14 day period then 

the Housing Officer should attempt to make contact with them by telephone, home 
visit, e-mail etc. Should the potential successor fail to make contact within 21 days 
of the RSF being sent their application should be treated as being refused and a 
decision letter, as per Appendix G, must be sent to the potential successor. (Please 
note the template letter will need amending to fit the circumstances of the specific 
case). 

 
4.3.6 Should the potential successor return the RSF without sufficient information the 

Housing Officer should decide whether or not the RSF should be processed or 
whether it would be sensible to allow the potential successor additional time to 
provide the outstanding information. If it is decided to allow an additional time the 
potential successor should be informed of this. 

 
4.3.7 Should the potential successor return the RSF and relevant documents the Housing 

Officer should review all documents and complete the relevant sections of the RSF 
confirming whether the application is refused or approved.  
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4.3.8 Once the Housing Officer has made their decision they should have this decision 
approved by their Line Manager. This must be done prior to the potential successor 
being informed of the decision. 

 
4.3.9 Once the Line Manager has approved the Decision of the Housing Officer a decision 

letter should be sent to potential successor as per Appendix G. 
 
4.3.10 If it has been decided that the request to succeed has been approved the Housing 

Officer should ensure that the following tasks are completed: 
 

i. The Succession Approval Form as per Appendix H is completed and signed by 
the successor; 

 
ii. Copies of the Succession Approval Form and the deceased tenant’s death 

certificate and/or other proof of death are retained on the Council’s systems 
and saved to the relevant tenancy/property; 

 
iii. The Council’s records are updated, including the rent account, with the full 

name of the successor in place of the deceased tenant. 
 

NB. If the succession is approved, the tenancy of the deceased tenant will 
automatically (in law) become the tenancy of the successor from the date of the 
tenant’s death. No new tenancy agreement need be signed. However, rent 
arrears accrued up to the date when the tenant died will be written off or only 
sought from the legal estate of the deceased. 

 
4.3.11 If the request to succeed is rejected,a Notice to Quit (NTQ) should be prepared. The 

NTQ should be addressed to The Personal Representative of the deceased tenant 
as per Appendix D and be hand delivered to the property.  

 
4.3.12 A Certificate of Service as per Appendix E should then be completed by whoever 

served the NTQ and be kept on file. A copy of the NTQ should also be lodged with 
the Public Trustee using Form NL1 as per Appendix F.  Immediately after the expiry 
of the NTQ, the deceased tenant’s Rent Account must be brought to an end. If the 
failed successor remains in occupation of the deceased tenant’s property a Mesne 
Profit account should be created. 

 
4.3.13 The Housing Officer must then refer the matter to their Line Manager for legal 

action to be considered against the failed successor to remove them from the 
property via a Claim for Possession based on trespass.     

 
4.4 Request to succeed by family member in relation to a Council Secure tenancy 

which commenced PRIOR to 1st April 2012 or which, if commencing after this 
date, includes an express clause permitting a family member to succeed to the 
tenancy       
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4.4.1 Following the death of a sole tenant a family member may be entitled to succeed to 
the tenancy so long as they satisfying the criteria in the applicable legislation which 
was in force prior to 1st April 2012 or the criteria within the tenancy agreement. For 
secure tenancies granted prior to 1st April 2012, a person who was neither married 
to nor in a civil partnership with the deceased tenant, but who lived with the 
tenant as if they were a spouse or civil partner (i.e. a long term cohabiting partner) 
is classed as a family member.  The exhaustive list of family members is set out in 
the Housing Act 1985. 

 
NB. The criteria referred to above are: (a) the deceased tenant cannot be a 
successor themselves; (b) the family member occupied the deceased tenant’s 
property as their only or principal home at the time of the tenant’s death; and (c) 
the family member resided with the deceased tenant throughout the period of 12 
months ending with the tenant’s death.    

 
4.4.2 A family member who is under the age of 18 may be entitled to succeed the 

tenancy agreement. Succession applications involving a minor can be complex and 
it is advisable that the Housing Officer speak with the Line Manager immediately 
with a view to obtaining legal advice. 

 
4.4.3 If it is clear that the family member has not resided with the deceased tenant for at 

least 12 months prior to the tenant’s death (whether in the current property or in a 
previous property if the tenancy is less than a year old) the request will be rejected 
and the Housing Officer can send the decision letter as per Appendix G (Please note 
the template letter will need amending to fit the circumstances of the specific 
case). The Housing Officer should then follow paragraphs 4.4.11 to 4.4.13.  

 
4.4.4 If the Housing Officer is unsure as to the length of time the potential successor has 

resided at the property / with the deceased tenant, then on being notified of the 
tenant’s death the RSF (Appendix B) should be sent to or hand delivered to the 
potential successor along with a standard acknowledgment letter as per Appendix 
C. The completed RSF and documents in support should be returned to the Council 
within 14 days. 

 
4.4.5 Should the potential successor fail to return the RSF within the 14 day period then 

the Housing Officer should attempt to make contact with them by telephone, home 
visit, e-mail etc. Should the potential successor fail to make contact within 21 days 
of the RSF being sent their application should be treated as being refused and a 
decision letter, as per Appendix G, must be sent to the potential successor. (Please 
note the template letter will need amending to fit the circumstances of the specific 
case). 

 
4.4.6 Should the potential successor return the RSF without sufficient information the 

Housing Officer should decide whether or not the RSF should be processed or 
whether it would be sensible to allow the potential successor additional time to 
provide the outstanding information. If it is decided to allow an additional time the 
potential successor should be informed of this. 
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4.4.7 Should the potential successor return the RSF and relevant documents the Housing 
Officer should review all documents and complete the relevant sections of the RSF 
confirming whether the application is refused or approved.  

 
4.4.8 Once the Housing Officer has made their decision they should have this decision 

approved by their Line Manager. This must be done prior to the potential successor 
being informed of the decision. 

 
4.4.9 Once the Line Manager has approved the Decision of the Housing Officer a decision 

letter should be sent to potential successor as per Appendix G. 
 
4.4.10 If it has been decided that the request to succeed has been approved the Housing 

Officer should ensure that the following tasks are completed: 
 

i. The Succession Approval Form as per Appendix H is completed and signed by 
the successor; 

 
ii. Copies of the Succession Approval Form and the deceased tenant’s death 

certificate and/or other proof of death are retained on the Council’s systems 
and saved to the relevant tenancy/property; 

 
iii. The Council’s records are updated, including the rent account, with the full 

name of the successor in place of the deceased tenant; 
 

NB. If the succession is approved, the tenancy of the deceased tenant will 
automatically (in law) become the tenancy of the successor from the date of the 
tenant’s death. No new tenancy agreement need be signed.  

 
NB. If the succession has been approved but the property is more extensive than 
is reasonably required, or was specially adapted for a disabled person and there is 
no longer a disabled person residing, the Council will consider inviting the 
successor to move to a more suitable property. If this is rejected, the Council will 
consider whether to use Ground 15A (under-occupation) or Ground 13 (adapted 
property) Schedule 2 Housing Act 1985 to move the successor to a different 
property.  

 
4.4.11 If the request to succeed is rejected, a Notice to Quit (NTQ) should be prepared. 

The NTQ should be addressed to The Personal Representative of the deceased 
tenant as per Appendix D and be hand delivered to the property.  

 
4.4.12 A Certificate of Service as per Appendix E should then be completed by whoever 

served the NTQ and be kept on file. A copy of the NTQ should also be lodged with 
the Public Trustee using Form NL1 as per Appendix F.  Immediately after the expiry 
of the NTQ, the deceased tenant’s Rent Account must be brought to an end. If the 
failed successor remains in occupation of the deceased tenant’s property a Mesne 
Profit account should be created. 
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4.4.13 The Housing Officer must then refer the matter to their Line Manager for legal 
action to be considered against the failed successor to remove them from the 
property via a Claim for Possession based on trespass.     

 
4.5 Request to succeed by a family member of a sole Secure tenant whose tenancy 

commenced on or after 1st April 2012 and does not contain any express clause 
allowing a family member to succeed 

 
4.5.1 If a request to succeed is received from a non-eligible family member then they will 

not be permitted to succeed and will not normally be allowed to remain in the 
property. The Housing Officer should confirm this in writing as per the template at 
Appendix I after receiving approval from their Line Manager. The Housing Officer 
should then follow the process as set out at 4.5.2 to 4.5.4 below. 

 
NB. At this time, and only if requested by a family member who is not allowed to 
succeed, the Council may consider offering a discretionary tenancy having regard 
to paragraphs 2.2. and 2.3 above.   

 
4.5.2 In any event, a NTQ should be prepared at the same time that the letter is sent to 

the family member. The NTQ should be addressed to The Personal Representative 
of the deceased tenant as per Appendix D and be hand delivered to the property.  

 
4.5.3 A Certificate of Service as per Appendix E should then be completed by whoever 

served the NTQ and be kept on file. A copy of the NTQ should also be lodged with 
the Public Trustee using Form NL1 as per Appendix F. 

 
4.5.4 Immediately following the expiry of the NTQ the Housing Officer must arrange for 

the deceased tenant’s Rent Account to be ended. If the failed successor is still in 
occupation of the property a Mesne Profit account should be opened.  

 
4.5.5 The Housing Officer must then refer the case to their Line Manager for legal action 

to be considered against the failed successor to remove them from the property via 
a Claim for Possession based on trespass.  

 
4.6 Applications where there is more than one person qualified to succeed 
 
4.6.1 Only one person can succeed to a tenancy under statute.  If two or more people are 

qualified to succeed to the tenancy, they may agree between them as to who shall 
succeed to the tenancy.  If they do not agree, then the Council must choose the 
successor on their behalf and the following order of priority applies under statute 
to begin with (see section 89 Housing Act 1985). 

 
4.6.2  Secure tenancies granted before 1 April 2012.  The deceased tenant’s spouse or 

civil partner must take priority over any other family member. For these purposes, 
a long term cohabiting partner counts as a “family member”. The Act does not 
explain how to resolve polygamous or polyamorous relationships. 
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4.6.3  Secure tenancies granted on or after 1 April 2012.  The deceased tenant’s spouse, 
civil partner or long term cohabiting partner must take priority over any other 
family member.  If more than one person falls into the combined category of 
“spouse, civil partner or long term cohabiting partner”, then the Council must 
choose which one person is to count as the “spouse, civil partner or long term 
cohabiting partner” (see section 86A(6) & 86A(7), Housing Act 1985). 

 
4.6.4 Introductory tenancies.  The deceased tenant’s spouse, civil partner or long term 

cohabiting partner must take priority over any other family member.  The Act does 
not explain how to resolve polygamous or polyamorous relationships. 

 
4.6.5 Where there is more than one person wishing to succeed in the category of “other 

family member” and they are equally eligible, the Council will make the decision 
taking into account relevant circumstances including, but not limited to:  

 
• Its Allocations Policy;  
• The waiting list and demand from other housing applicants  existing at the 

time; 
• The behaviour of the individual and their household members;  
• The size and suitability of the property; 
• The length of time they have lived at the property as their only or principal 

home.  
 

4.6.6 Where there is more than one person in the category of “spouse, civil partner or 
long term cohabiting partner” who wishes to succeed and they are equally eligible 
under the relevant legislation, priority will be allocated as follows: 

 
(A)  A formally solemnised legal relationship will be prioritised over a relationship 

which is not; 
(B)  In the event of two or more individuals having equal legal status, the person 

who held their status for the longest period of time will be prioritised; 
(C)  Where the evidence under factor (B) above is inconclusive, the Council will 

apply the considerations under paragraph 4.6.5. 
 
4.7 Dealing with executors 
 
4.7.1 Most of the Council’s tenants do not make a Will – this is known as dying 

“intestate”.  The provisions in this policy and procedure above assume that the 
tenant has died intestate.  In the minority of cases where the deceased tenant left a 
valid Will, there is no need to register a copy of the NTQ with the Public Trustee.  A 
second copy of the NTQ should instead be delivered to the executor(s) named in 
the Will and a certificate of service filled out. 

 
5.0 Equality and Diversity Statement 
 
5.1 The Council is committed to treating people fairly, without bias or discrimination, 

and always in accordance with the law. We promote equality of opportunity for all 
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our customers and stakeholders, regardless of this race, sex, age, religion or belief,, 
ethnic origin, disability, marital status, or sexual orientation. In addition to any 
statutory responsibilities under the Equality Action 2010 (and any other relevant 
legislation), the Council will always act in accordance with the provision it sets out 
in its own Equality and Diversity Policy. 

 
5.2 This procedure has undergone an Equality Impact Assessment on (date), and has 

been duly amended where necessary. The date of the next EIA review is (date). 
 
6.0 Implementation 
 
6.1       This Policy and Procedure will be effective from the date of approval. 
 
6.2 Relevant Council staff will be made aware of the Policy and Procedure at training 

and appropriate team training. Electronic copies of all relevant documents will be 
available on the Council’s intranet (if the Council has this facility). 

 
7.0     Monitoring and Review 
 
7.1 The next review of this Policy and Procedure is scheduled for April 2025 and then 

every 5 years thereafter. 
 
7.2 The review will be carried out by the Assistant Operations Manager. 
 
7.3 There will be an automatic review of this Policy and Procedure whenever there is a 

change of policy from Government or a change in legislation. 
 
8.0      Relevant Documents/Links 
 

Appendix A    Template Letter to remaining joint tenant 
Appendix B    Request to Succeed Form 
Appendix C    Template Acknowledgment Letter to accompany RSF 
Appendix D  Template Notice to Quit 
Appendix E  Template Certificate of Service  
Appendix F  Template Form NL1 
Appendix G   Template Decision Letter 
Appendix H   Succession Approval Form 
Appendix I Template letter to family member unable to succeed due to type of 

tenancy  
 
 
 
June 2020 



  

APPENDIX A 
 

 
LETTER TO REMAINING JOINT TENANT  
 

 

Dear [Insert full name of remaining Joint Tenant] 

Re: Succession to [insert full address of property]  

I am writing to you further to our conversations following the passing of [insert name of 

deceased tenant]. I would like to again offer my condolences on behalf of the Council.  

The purpose of this letter is to confirm that as you and [insert name of deceased tenant] 

were Joint Tenants of your property, under the relevant law you have automatically become 

the sole tenant of the property from the date of [insert name of decease tenant]’s passing.  

I have arranged for the Council’s records to be updated to reflect the above.  

You will continue on the same tenancy agreement that you signed as a Joint Tenant save 

that you may no longer be able to pass on your tenancy when you die.  

If you have any questions regarding the above please contact me on [insert telephone 

number]. 

Yours sincerely  

 

……………………………………………… 

[Insert name of Housing Officer] 
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APPENDIX B 
 

 

 

REQUEST TO SUCCEED FORM (RSF) 

Please DO NOT send originals of documents referred to in this form when you return it to us 

as we will be unable to return these to you. However, you should be able to produce original 

documents if we request these.  

The document must be completed by, or on behalf of, the person who wishes to succeed to 

the tenancy.  

The completed form and any supporting documents must be returned to Barrow-in-Furness 

Borough Council, Housing Department, Town Hall, Duke Street, Barrow-in-Furness, 

Cumbria, LA14 2LD by ………………………………………20…….. 

Section 1 (Details of deceased tenant)  

Full Address of Property  
 

 
 
 
 
 

Full name of tenant  
 
 
 
 

 

Date tenancy commenced  
 
 

 

Date of tenant’s death  
 
 

 

Copy of death certificate 
provided  
 
(please tick/complete relevant 
box) 
 

YES  NO  

  

Has the deceased tenant left a 
Will?  

YES  NO  

If Yes, please provide the 
name and address of the 
Executor(s) 
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Section 2 – Details of person requesting to succeed  

Full name of person 
requesting to succeed 
 

 
 

DOB   

Contact Telephone No.  
 

 

Relationship of person 
requesting to succeed to the 
tenant  
 
(please tick/complete relevant 
box)  
 

Husband  

Wife  

Civil Partner   

Long term cohabiting 
partner  

 

Son / daughter  

Other (insert relationship) 
 

 

Document(s) supplied 
identifying person requesting 
to succeed and demonstrating 
relationship between person 
requesting to succeed and 
tenant  
 
(please tick/complete the 
relevant boxes) 
 

Passport  
 

 

Driving Licence  
 

 

Birth certificate of person 
requesting to succeed 

 

Council Tax document(s) 
showing household  

 

Other (please give details) 
 
 
 
 

 

Date the person requesting to 
succeed moved into the 
property  
 

 

Does the person requesting to 
succeed live in the property as 
their only or principal home? 
 
(please tick/complete relevant 
box) 
 

YES  NO  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Does the person requesting to 
succeed own or have a 
tenancy at any other property? 
 
(please tick/complete relevant 
boxes) 
  

Yes (give details below)  No  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Document(s) supplied 
demonstrating person 
requesting to succeed lives in 
the property as their only or 

Council Tax document(s) 
showing household  

 

Bank/Building Society 
statement(s) 
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principal home.  
 
(If you are a widowed spouse 
or civil partner, we do not need 
to know how long you have 
lived at the property. If you are 
a family member other than a 
husband, wife or civil partner 
you must provide documents 
demonstrating you have lived 
with the tenant throughout the 
12 months prior to their death.  
If you lived with the tenant as 
a long term partner but were 
not legally married or civil 
partners, you must provide 
documents demonstrating you 
have lived with the tenant 
throughout the 12 months prior 
to their death if the original 
tenancy started on or before 
1st April 2012.)  
 

Driving Licence   

Local Authority Voting 
document(s) showing 
registered to vote at 
property  

 

Local Authority welfare 
benefit document(s) 
 
 

 

Other  
(please specify)  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Please provide the full names 
and DOB of all persons 
currently living in the property  

Full Name  DOB  
 

  

  

  

  

  

Please provide details of any 
vulnerabilities, physical or 
mental disabilities that the 
potential successor or any 
person who is currently living 
in the property has.  
 
If none, please state ‘None’ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

This form must be signed by the person who is making the request to succeed.  

By signing this form you confirm that the information and any supporting documents you 

have provided to the Council are true and accurate to the best of your knowledge and belief.  

In addition, by signing this form you confirm that you give the Council authority to contact 

any statutory agency, private company or individual for the purpose of authenticating the 

information that you have provided and investigating your entitlement to succeed.  

 

Signed  ………...……………………………………………………………………………….. 

Print name ……...………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Dated  …...…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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For Office Use Only  

Section 3 - Investigation of information 

Has there been a previous 
succession in relation to this 
tenancy (including a previous 
joint tenancy)? 
 
 

YES 
(If yes give brief details and 
refer request to Manager) 

NO  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Type of tenancy held by the 
deceased tenant.  
 

 

Type of property of deceased 
tenant (e.g. flat, terraced 
house etc.) 
 

 

No. of bedrooms at the 
property and maximum No. of 
persons permitted to reside in 
the property.  
 

 

If the successor is a member 
of the tenant’s family (not 
including spouse / civil partner 
/ long term partner) is the 
property more extensive that is 
reasonably required? (e.g. 
under occupied)  
 

YES  NO  

Details of adaptations in the 
property  
 
(If none, state ‘None’)  
 
 

 

Evidence of relationship 
between deceased tenant and 
person requesting to succeed. 
 
 
 
 
 

ACCEPTED  REJECTED  
(If rejected state reason(s)) 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Evidence of person requesting 
to succeed occupying property 
as their only or principal home.  
 

ACCEPTED REJECTED  
(If rejected state reason(s)) 
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If the person requesting to 
succeed needs to prove 12 
months’ residence, evidence 
of this person residing with the 
tenant throughout the 12 
months prior to their death. 

ACCEPTED  REJECTED  
(If rejected state reason(s)) 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Section 3 - Recommendation  

What is your 
recommendation? (i.e. 
approve or reject the 
request) 
 
 

 
APPROVE  
 
 

 
APPROVE but 
thereafter invite to 
move to another 
property if property 
more extensive than 
reasonably required 
by family member / 
adaptations not 
needed 
 
 

 
REJECT (please 
record reasons 
below)  
 
 
 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Name of Housing Officer  …………………….………………………………………………….. 

Signature    ………………………….…………………………………………….. 

Dated     ……………………………….……………………………………….. 
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Section 4 - Manager Approval  

  
RECOMMENDATION  
 
APPROVED  

 
RECOMMENDATION  
 
REJECTED (If rejected state 
reasons below and what 
Manager’s decision is)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Name of Manager …………………………………………………………………………………  

Signature   ………………………………………………………………………………… 

Dated   ………………………………………………………………………………… 



APPENDIX C 
 

 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT LETTER TO ACCOMPANY RSF 
 
 

 

Dear [insert name of person requesting to succeed] 

REQUEST TO SUCCEED 

I am writing to you in relation to your request to succeed to the tenancy of [insert full name of 

the deceased tenant] following their passing. Please accept my condolences on behalf of the 

Council.  

In order for me to consider your request please complete the attached Request to Succeed 

Form.  

This Form and copies of any documents must be returned to me at the address on the top of 

the Form by [insert 14 days from the date of the letter]. 

Upon receipt of the completed Form your request will be considered.  

In the meantime, the Council may serve on the property a legal notice addressed to the 

Personal Representatives of the tenant. This document is something that the Council will 

generally serve following the death of a tenant, but we will still consider your request to 

succeed so long as it is received within the timescale referred to above.  

Pending any decision in relation to your request to succeed please be advised that you are 

not accepted as the tenant of the property and any monies accepted from or on your behalf 

will either be allocated to the existing rent account if it is still running, or they will be treated 

as Mesne Profits.  

If you have any questions in relation to the above or in relation to the completion of the 

Request to Succeed Form please contact me on [insert telephone number].      

 

Yours sincerely  

 

…………………………………………………………………….. 

[Insert name of Housing Officer] 

Enc.  



APPENDIX D 
 

 
TEMPLATE NOTICE TO QUIT 

 

 

NOTICE TO QUIT 

To.  The Personal Representatives of [insert tenant’s 

full name] 

Of.            [insert full address of the property including post code] 

 

We.   Barrow-in-Furness Borough Council    

Of.   Town Hall, Duke Street, Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria, 

   LA14 2LD              

 

Give you NOTICE TO QUIT and deliver up possession  

to us 

 

Of:   [insert address of the property including post code] 

On: [insert the date 4 weeks after the deemed date of service 
of the NTQ ensuring that the period ends on the day on 
which is stipulated in the tenant’s tenancy agreement, 
e.g. a Sunday or a Monday] or, if later, the day on which 
a complete period of your tenancy expires next after 4 
weeks from service upon you of this notice. 

Dated:    

Signed:    

On behalf of the Council   

 

Prescribed information 

1. If the tenant or licensee does not leave the dwelling, the landlord or licensor must get an 

order for possession from the court before the tenant or licensee can lawfully be evicted. 

The landlord or licensor cannot apply for such an order before the notice to quit or notice 

to determine runs out. 

 

2. A tenant or licensee who does not know if he has any right to remain in possession after 

a notice to quit or notice to determine runs out can obtain advice from a solicitor. Help 

with all or part of the cost of legal advice and assistance may be available under the 

Legal Aid Scheme. He should also be able to obtain information from a Citizens Advice 

Bureau, a Housing Aid Centre or a rent officer. 



APPENDIX E 
 

 
TEMPLATE CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 



APPENDIX F 
 

SUCCESSION PROCEDURE:   TEMPLATE FORM NL1 
 

FORM NL(1) 

      THE PUBLIC TRUSTEE  

APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION OF NOTICE AFFECTING LAND 

PUBLIC TRUSTEE (NOTICES AFFECTING LAND) (TITLE ON DEATH) REGULATIONS 1995 

 

For explanatory notes see overleaf For official use only 

Please type  complete in BLOCK CAPITALS 

 

  

To: The Public Trustee Date of Registration...................................... 

       PO Box 3010   

       London  Registration No.............................................. 

       WC2A 1AX   

I.          The fee of £  40 accompanies this application 

of           

  

 

Signed.......................................................... 

  

                    Date            

  Telephone No    

(enter name and address of person or 

firm making application) apply for 

registration against the name of the 

deceased person referred to below of the 

attached Notice in respect of the land  

Reference........ .............................................. 

  Enter details of land to which Notice relates. 

Enter name of deceased  

   

Forename(s)      

Surname        

   

Date of Notice     

Description of Notice   

NOTICE TO QUIT    



APPENDIX G 
 

DECISION LETTER 
 

 

 

Dear [insert name of person requesting to succeed] 

REQUEST TO SUCCEED – DECISION LETTER  

I am writing to you in relation to your request to succeed to the tenancy of [insert full name of 

the deceased tenant] following their passing. 

Following consideration of the Request to Succeed Form and associated documents which 

you provided your request to succeed has been [approved][rejected].  

Option 1 (Succession approved) 

[I confirm that you have succeeded to the tenancy of [insert name of deceased tenant]. The 

next step is for our Succession Approval Form to be completed. I will be in touch in order to 

arrange either to visit you at your home or to arrange an office appointment for this to be 

done.]  

Option 2 (Succession approved but successor invited to move to another property) 

[Whilst your request to succeed has been approved and whilst you will succeed to the 

tenancy of [insert name of deceased tenant], the Council requests that you consider moving 

to a different property. This is because the property is bigger than your requirements or has 

special physical disability adaptations which are no longer required.  

I will be in touch to discuss this with you along. Please be advised that if you fail to move to 

the alternative property we may be forced to take legal action against you.  

Option 3 (Succession is rejected)  

[The reason(s) that your request has been rejected is/are [insert reasons here].  

As your request has been rejected you must leave the property within the next [insert time 

frame]. For the avoidance of doubt, the Council does not give you any licence or consent to 

remain in the property and any monies accepted by, or on your behalf, will be treated as 

Mesne Profits.  

Should you fail to vacate the property by the timeframe referred to above we will refer the 

case to our Solicitors for legal action to remove you from the property.] 

If you have any questions regarding the above please contact me on [insert telephone 

number].  

Yours sincerely  

 

…………………………………………. 

[Insert name of Housing Officer]  
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APPENDIX H 

 

APPLICATION FOR SUCCESSION 
 

 

ORIGINAL TENANT’S NAME ADDRESS Postcode 

  
 
 

 

Details of person applying to succeed to the tenancy  

Full Name 
Date of 
Birth 

Relationship to 
Tenant 

Length of time living with the 
Tenant  before the death & the 
premises were their only or main 
home during that time 

   

 
……………………………………………..  
 
Since:                                     (date) 
 

 
 

Please list all of the people who currently live with you 

First Name Last Name 
Male / 
female 

Date of 
Birth 

Relationship to 
you 

    
 

    
 

    
 

 

Previous addresses if applicable 

Address From To Reason For Leaving 

1.    

2.    

3.    
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Do you own or rent any other properties?        YES                  NO 

If yes, please provide details:  

 
 
 

 

Proof of residency (attach copy of at least two originals): 

 
  Bank Statement            Council Tax/Utility Bill             Credit Card Statement            Driving Licence 
 
  Housing Benefit letter              Letter from Department of Work & Pensions            Other  

 
 

Proof of relationship to tenant (attach copy of at least two originals): 

 
  Full Birth Certificate                   Marriage or Civil Partnership Certificate 
 
  Other               Death Certificate on file already or provided by applicant 
 
 

Applicant’s signature Print name Date 

 
 
 

   
 
Please send this form to:  
 
Email:   housingestates@barrowbc.gov.uk 
 
Housing Estates Team 
Barrow Borough Council Housing Department 
Town Hall 
Duke Street 
Barrow-in-Furness 
Cumbria      LA14 2LD 

mailto:housingestates@barrowbc.gov.uk
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